Ireland and Eighteenth-Century International Trade Symposium

Humanities Institute, University College Dublin

Friday 19 September

Programme

11:00  Coffee and Opening Remarks

11:15  Historic Trade Statistics in Comparative Perspective
       (Chair: Dr Eoin Magennis (Intertrade Ireland))

       **Prof. Beatrice Dedinger**, (Paris Sciences Po): *The RICARDO Project and the TOFLIT 18 Projects*

12:00  Dr Patrick Walsh (UCD) & Dr Aidan Kane (NUI Galway) *Introducing the Ireland and International Trade Project*

12:45  Lunch

13:30  *Response to Presentations on Ireland and International Project followed by Open Discussion*
       (Chair, Dr Eoin Magennis)

15:30  Closing Remarks

16:00  Finish

---

This project and symposium has been made possible by a New Foundations grant awarded by the Irish Research Council.